AGENDA

Prospector statistics and news
- Rose shared screen to show website statistics
  - Prospector website in Colorado Alliance Website under Reports and Statistics
  - Stats are reported by Innovative quarterly
    - Every library contributes to these bib records and item numbers
    - July 2018
      - Every Prospector Library has migrated (48 libraries) except for USAFA who joined Alliance but not Prospector yet
      - Some numbers may look low, but libraries decide what items are shared through Prospector and which ones are not. These differences affect the number of bibs/items you see listed from your library
      - # of bibs from each site is over 25 million; the total master bib records are almost 15 million (single bib records); and 33 million item records (divided by site/consortia)
      - Some numbers will get updated some after update
  - FY18 Summary (Fulfillment Report)
    - DPL has moved to a top lender
    - The report to the board of directors will include a graph to show the borrowing to lending ratio
    - Unique collections affect the library that is contacted to supply item
    - Geographic location does not guarantee the library closest to you will supply the item. There is also a lending priority table.
    - Data goes back to 1999, the beginning of Prospector.
- Springer Statistics
  - CC was the only lender until UCCS and Wyoming started assisting on the fulfillment of these items
  - It would be interesting to see the activity now that these two universities started helping out

Prospector Director’s meeting
- All information including in our meeting is shared
- This time, the report will include an update on Survey Monkey.
  - Almost 400 responders.
  - Basic questions
    - Reason of use
    - Did you find what you were looking for?
    - What you value more in Prospector
    - You can leave contact information for follow-up
  - Grouping in likes or struggling when using Prospector
    - Identify issues to work on difficult to tell if an item is requestable since the request option shows on each bib record.
Prospector Migration/addition updates
- Moved server room to the University of Denver
- All set-up
- Innovative initially had problems with INN-Reach
  - Problems with Encore have been resolved including search
  - Google Analytics shows how many active users at one point
  - Any issues should be communicated to Rose

Prospector Impact Study Update (report will be shared on website on later date)
- Spending in Prospector vs material's budget
- Percentage of borrow to Prospector by population served (public libraries) or head counts (academic libraries)
- How many people in Colorado have access to Prospector?
- Comparison between Prospector borrows vs tradition ILLs
- Comparison between Prospector loans vs number of records contribute in Prospector
- Types of ILS in all Prospector Libraries
- Visual statistics to show counties
- Show quotes/anecdotes about Prospector

Innovative Update
- III’s Direct Connection to INN-Reach API is developed and available for 3rd party vendors to write to.
- The API replaces the DCB and NCIP and will provide a direct connection between non-III libraries and INN-Reach.
- Response from ExLibris?
  - They are invited to a Director’s meeting to talk about their views on this topic
- Several vendors have expressed an interest in writing to the API.
- It may take a long time for a 3rd party vendor to write to the API.

2016 Reconciliation Report
- Numbers are very close which is a good sign
- Numbers are listed on this report
- Some libraries were not able to participate due to migration or other factors
- If you haven’t, please start cleaning up any records and send any clarification questions
  - Prospector website
    - Contact information
    - Best practices
    - Library Codes may be difficult to find as you must look at different sheets
      - Idea to combine these two sheets to create a one master sheet
      - This will allow for you to check only one place for all information.
      - It will include an easy “search” function
        - You can also get information from the barcode if no other information is available
        - The current “search” function is case sensitive
    - Please share any comments/concerns about this new combined document
    - Goal is to have it ready by 2019

November meeting moved from Nov 14th to the 28th and to be an in-person meeting
Minute Taker: Federico Martínez-García, UCCS